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Chapter: 1818

Threaten them?

Everyone looked at him like a monster.

There have never been a few people who were as calm as Lin Fan

when they were arrested.

Even dare to threaten them!

Is this not putting them in the eyes at all?

Everyone thought to himself, is there a problem with this kid’s brain?

“Are you going to die?”

The law enforcement captain roared, he had never seen such an

arrogant kid.

It’s lawless!

In his hands, he dared to be so arrogant!

“Shoot!”

However, Lin Fan’s answer was so unremarkable.

There was even a contemptuous sneer at the corner of his mouth.

what!

Everyone was stunned, wondering if they had auditory hallucinations.

This kid actually said to shoot?

just!

At this moment, the law enforcement captain felt a chill in his back for

some reason.

Especially after feeling Lin Fan’s strong and extremely murderous aura,

the anxiety in his heart became more intense.

Intuition told him that if he dared to shoot, he would definitely die in

the hands of the man in front of him, even though he looked very

inconspicuous.

Guru!

After swallowing hard, the law enforcement captain still had the

courage to shoot.

And Lin Fan sneered, then took out his cell phone to make a call:

“I was arrested. There should be some action on the Lin family’s side.

You should also be prepared. Don’t let the things happen again, don’t

let me down!”

Concise and concise!

The blood prison mad god on the other side understood Lin Fan’s

plan.

And this time!

In the entire law enforcement vehicle, the atmosphere has completely

changed.

It is indeed the man who the Lin family has to deal with personally.

The boldness and courage alone are by no means comparable to

ordinary people.

After the call, Lin Fan smiled and asked:

“Before the investigation is over, will your bureau serve me lunch? I’m

hungry!”

Hearing this, several law enforcement officers went mad and scolded

angrily:

“Boy, do you still want to eat? To tell you the truth, you have offended

the Lin family. It is already a dead end. The only thing you can eat is

decapitation!”

“So, you also obey the Lin family’s orders?”

Lin Fan pretended to be confused.

Huo Dongying glanced at him and said in a mocking tone:

“Has your kid been kicked in the head by a donkey? Who else is so

capable besides the Lin family? We are just pawns of the Lin family.

You offended the Lin family, and they directly called the leader of the

law enforcement department and asked to deal with you by name.”

“Your kid doesn’t know how high the sky is, and it’s too late to figure it

out now. There are several cases on you. Just wait to go to jail.”

Lin Fan smiled without saying a word, leaning back on the seat and

closing his eyes to rest.

He thought to himself, Huo Dongying really complied with the old

saying that if you don’t die, you won’t die.

As a result, Lin Fan decided that Huo Dongying had to die, and the

Huo family had to pay the price for Huo Dongying’s death.

After half an hour, Lin Fan was taken to a small office by two law

enforcement officers, and then began to interrogate Lin Fan.

Let Lin Fan tell all the law enforcement officers how to treat the old

lady that day.

The law enforcement captain in charge of the interrogation “slapped”

the table and scolded.

“Lin Fan, according to what you said, you are not practicing medicine

illegally, but saving people? You haven’t honestly explained your illegal

behavior!”

Lin Fan smiled calmly: “If I say I am practicing medicine illegally, you

must at least have relevant physical evidence and personal evidence.”

At this moment, the door of the office was pushed open.

A middle-aged man with a big belly came in outside the door.

Huo Dongying walked in behind the middle-aged man.

The law enforcement captain who presided over the interrogation

quickly got up, stood aside respectfully, and said:

“Chen Ju, why did you come by yourself ? This is a trivial matter, the

subordinates can completely handle it.”
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